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Abstract  
The course concepts introduced in this contribution were implemented in 2011 and 2012 at a university in Turkey and show an 
approach for integrating the main functionalities of Google+ in higher education. The results of the forthcoming analysis will 
show the advantages and potential for improvement, both of the system and the use of it in higher education. 
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1. Introduction  
Social media are popular for education, not least because young adults, who attend courses at university, are 
familiar with these systems and most of them use it frequently. Social media have been integrated into the daily 
practices of many users, and supported by different websites, tools, and networks. Implementing social media in 
education is an innovative process at many levels of universities. E-learning developers and course instructors have 
to be aware of changing user preferences, technological issues, and the new tools available in order to be able to 
determine how to benefit from them (Kurkela 2011, Shafique, Anwar and Bushra, 2010). 
Google Plus seems to offer the possibility to overcome privacy issues, by using a methodology to group one’s 
contacts. Google Plus has the potential to improve students’ collaboration through circles, conduct research for 
projects with sparks, improve the student-instructor relationship by using this kind of social media to get in touch 
with each other, and support distance learning with the hang out functionality (Venosdale 2011, Smith 2011, Lewis 
2011, Spencer 2011). 
2. 
Google+ can improve students’ collaboration through circles, conducting research for projects with ‘sparks’, 
improving the student-instructor relationship by using social media, and support blended e-learning with the hang 
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out functionality. The main features of Google+, which could be of interest in higher education, are circles, 
hangouts, and huddle. Circles are contacts that are able to be grouped following a relationship-based approach. You 
can group contacts, using different criteria for grouping, such as interests, or types of contact. Hangouts can be 
generated and used as an instant video conferencing tool with circles, or selected contacts in circles. Hangouts offer 
video conferencing with multiple users. Huddle offers group chat possibilities, and is part of the ‘mobile’ feature, 
offering services using a mobile phone, including other services as well, such as instant upload and location based 
services (Smith 2011, Vendosdale 2011, Moran 2011, Lewis 2011). 
3. Course design  
To be able to analyze the potential of Google+ for higher education, we have designed two courses for a bachelor 
program at a university in Turkey, which are ‘management and organization (MOR)’ for first year students. 
Generally, this course is taken by students in their first semester at university, and ‘introduction to marketing 
(IMAR)’, which is also for students in their first year (usually taken in the second semester).  
3.1. Course 1: management and organization MOR  
We designed the MOR course to last 14 weeks, including teaching methods, such as lectures, case study analysis, 
group work, student project, and field analysis with a main focus on the integration of Google+ functions. 
We defined a circle for this course on Google+ to be able to add all students to that circle. It is not a requirement 
for students to have a Google+ account to be added to the circle; you can add someone who is not registered by 
adding their email address to the circle. 
For office hours, we defined handouts on Google+ in order to meet students virtually. Apart from office hours, to 
reach their instructor, students were encouraged to also use this functionality for group communication in order to 
start their term project successfully, discuss open issues, critical paths, or prepare group presentations (Erkollar and 
Oberer 2011). To send announcements to students, the functionally Gmail Google+ was used. This means that all 
courses related announcements are shown on the students’ Gmail main page. For assignments wherein the students 
have to work in groups, Google+ huddle can be used to ensure group communication. 
 
Table 1. MOR course concept  
 
Week Content Teaching Method 
1 Introduction to management Lecture, Google+ 
2 Organizational goals and goal setting Google+ 
3 Organizational structure and design Lecture, case study, Google+ 
4 Strategic planning and implementation Lecture, field analysis, Google+ 
5/6 Decision making & problem solving Lecture, case study, Google+ 
7/8 Human resource management 
Teams, groups, motivation 
Student projects (with Google+) 
9/10 Leadership, strategic management, 
organizational change, innovation 
Lecture, group work, Google+  
11 Communication & teamwork Lecture, group work, Google+, role 
play 
12 Information & control Student projects (with Google+) 
13/14 Operational management Lecture, field analysis, Google+ 
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3.2. Course 2: introduction to marketing IMAR  
The main focus of the course is giving an introduction to the basic concepts of relevance for marketing managers 
and giving an overview about the marketing process. Students should understand that marketing means more than 
simple promotion or selling and that marketing starts before having a concrete product or service to sell.  
The course is designed in two main streams. The first one is the traditional lecture, in which the students and the 
instructor meet in class and work on marketing relevant topics.  
The second stream focuses on student projects (group work, case study analysis, presentation of case results, and 
term projects). For the traditional lecture, the instructor uses Blackboard to get in touch with students and to share 
course relevant content: ‘course materials’ to upload course relevant documents; ‘assignments’ to add assignments 
for students, and for those students who can upload their results, and instructors can grade them, in turn announcing 
the results online; ‘announcements’ for any kind of course related announcement; ‘syllabus’ to give students an idea 
about the course content, ‘staff information’ to give students an idea of how and where to reach their instructor (by 
default, there are fields to be filled for ‘email address’, ‘room’ and ‘phone number’); and finally, ‘grades’ to grade 
students’ work and announce the results of the students’ performance. 
4. The analysis framework  
4.1. Course environment 
For MOR, we designed the course including the Google+ features, but without using Blackboard as a (additional) 
communication tool. 
We designed IMAR following the traditional way at university, which means using Blackboard as a 
communication tool throughout the course. The reason why we decided to follow these different ways in designing 
the courses was to find out, in comparing students-students and students-instructor communication, which approach 
offers a greater potential to improve course related communication including the exchange of course materials and 
course related cooperation. Students attending the MOR course (bachelor program, first semester, 32 students in 
total) did not know each other before attending the course. The bachelor program of most students (25) is ‘business 
informatics’. Some students (7) belong to different departments (such as business administration, industrial 
engineering or design), but all of them are working toward their bachelor’s degree.   
The same students from the business informatics program (25) attended the IMAR course in the following 
semester. Only 2 students from other departments attended the course, and none of them belonged to the MOR 
course previously. All the students had basic knowledge on how to use Google+ in their courses (as a result of the 
MOR course design of the first semester), but did not know how to use Blackboard for educational issues. 
For both courses, we prepared student projects, which were term projects that the students had to work on in 
groups. For the MOR course, all the project circles were defined and the contributing students were added. Students 
were given the possibility to use Google+ hangouts and huddle for group communication, and sparks for sharing 
information on their projects. The instructor used sparks for sharing course relevant content with all students in the 
main circle or for sharing some content with selected students (who were grouped in circles). Assignments were 
shared in Google+ and the instructor offered online office hours, using Google+ hangouts. For the IMAR course, we 
used Blackboard to announce student projects, share content (instructor-students), and upload progress reports on 
projects. Student communication and student-instructor communication mainly focused on email, using office hours, 
or for exceptions, contacting the instructor via Facebook (only a few students were accepted as Facebook ‘friends’ 
by the instructor, mainly because of privacy issues). 
4.2. Hypothesis 
In the following, the main hypotheses that we defined for this forthcoming analysis are listed, always with a main 
focus on communication issues. 
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H1: By using the Google+ functionalities sparks, huddle, and hangover, the students will be able to conduct their 
term projects without using any other system for communication (student-student, student-group).   
H1-comment: We will analyze the MOR term projects regarding student interaction and will analyze the 
students’ performance on communication related issues. 
H2: By using Google+ for communicating on education/learning issues, the student involvement will be higher 
than it would be by using other online content management systems (such as Blackboard) that are not related to 
social media. 
H2_comment: We will define a student involvement index, analyze it for MOR and IMAR students, and compare 
the results of the systems used. 
H3: By using Google+, the student/instructor interaction will be higher than it would be when using Blackboard 
only. 
H3_comment: We will define a student/instructor interaction index, analyze it for MOR and IMAR students, and 
perform a comparative analysis. 
4.3. Research areas 
The main focus of this forthcoming analysis is placed on the communication flow within student projects 
(student-student, student-group communication) and student-instructor/group-instructor communication and 
information exchange. A comparative analysis will be conducted, comparing communication structures in groups 
focusing on Google+ and those focusing on Blackboard. The questions to be answered are summarized in table 2. 
 
Table 2. Research areas  
 
Communication MOR course 
with Google + 







Did the students know each other before the course started? 
Did they use Google+ for private exchanges as well? 
How and for which purpose were hangouts used? How 
frequently were they used (by students/group) for internal 
(group based) communication or external one (with the 
instructor)? 
Did the students use sparks for researching for their group 
project (why/why not?) Experiences? Comparison with the 
use of web engines for searching. 
Did the students use the Google+ Gmail function (why/why not? 
Experiences?) 
How and for which purpose was huddle used? How frequently 
are they used (by students/group) for internal (group based) 
communication or external one (with the instructor) 
Did the instructor frequently share content with the whole circle 
and all the defined sub-circles? 
Did the Google+ features attract students to work on their 
project (multimedia features, video conferencing, chat 
functionality, sparks,…) 
How frequent did the students interact regarding their projects? 
When using Google+, is there any other type of online 
communication (such as email, chat outside Google+) 
needed? If so, why and which one? 
Did the students know each other 
before the course started? 
How did the students organize their 
communication in their term 
projects? 
Which tools were used for 
communication? 
How frequent do students interact 
regarding their projects? 
How often did the students use 
Blackboard (analysis of access 
statistics and activities)? 
For which services did the students 
access the Blackboard system? 
Are the students who attend the 
IMAR course also connected on 
Facebook or any other social media 
site?  
If so, did they use these systems as 
well for communicating on their 
term projects? Why? Why not? 
 
5. Limitations and future research 
In the forthcoming analysis, we focus on the students attending a course with Google+ features and after that a 
‘traditional’ one. This means that we will compare how the interaction between the students themselves and the 
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students and the instructor change after we changed the course tool from Google+ to Blackboard. What we did not 
consider is that in the second course (with Blackboard as a communication and collaboration platform) students 
know each other and have a relationship with the instructor as well and, because of this, the results could be skewed. 
The results of this forthcoming analysis will be presented in summer 2012 during an international conference on 
social media. In a future project, there should be designed a course in two groups, one using Blackboard and one 
Google+ in order to compare the results in interaction, communication, and cooperation of students-students or 
students-instructor level. Because of administrative issues, it was not possible to do so for the courses we mentioned. 
We focused mainly on student-student and student-instructor communication and collaboration. An analysis of 
the feasibility of Google+ integrated into higher education and challenges for educators using Google+ in their 
courses are the topics of a current ongoing project, the results of which should be presented in fall 2012 during a 
conference and will be published in a related journal. On the project introduced, we focus on bachelor’s degree 
students. An analysis of how Google+ could change the behavior of a master’s degree or doctoral students is 
planned for 2013, with courses in a social science master’s degree program. 
6. Conclusions 
Almost any web service can be adopted for educational issues. Google+ offers the possibility for active 
interaction between the students themselves and the students and their instructors. Google+ offers various 
functionalities in order to get in touch with team members and colleagues for working on educational issues. In the 
forthcoming analysis, we designed two courses at the bachelor’s degree level, one of them with the integration of 
Google+ and the other one using Blackboard as a communication and content sharing tool. We analyzed the course 
environment, defined the hypotheses to work on, and gave an overview about the research areas that we focus on. 
The contribution ends with an analysis of the limitations of this forthcoming analysis and future research topics, in 
which some of them we have already started working on.  
It needs some flexibility play mainly from the instructors to use Google+ in education and to motivate students to 
use the system’s functionalities, while not focusing on the restrictions and limitations but rather on the benefits that 
such a system could offer for education. 
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